Where Boards Thrive

A Meeting Platform Developed
Specifically for Higher Education
AGB OnBoard gives you the digital power you need
to prepare, organize, and run your board and
committee meetings - in real time - with better
efficiency and collaboration. It’s the leader in higher
education board management because it’s so
intuitive that anyone can pick it up, and it just works.
AGB OnBoard delivers proven value: 99% of boards
who purchase it renew each year. This combination of
technology, expertise, enable boards and committees
to make intelligent and informed decisions to
achieve goals.
With a combined 115 years’ experience in Higher
Education governance and board performance, AGB
OnBoard makes preparing for and conducting
meetings more efficient, secure, and collaborative.

The People Have Spoken
AGB OnBoard has been awarded the Gold Stevie for
“The Best Education Cloud-Based Solution”. The
American Business Awards judge said the following: “I
believe that for far too long, boards were limited to
the work they did in the board room on one to two
days per month or whatever their frequency is. So,
anything that takes that work online and gives the
board members for freedom in what they do is a
great thing. Especially in the wake of Covid-19, it is
very important.”
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Unquestionably Essential

Seamless Collaboration
Make better, faster, more informed decisions
and improve operational efficiencies based on
intuitive data and analytics. AGB OnBoard
helps you surface actionable insights and
coordinate board and leadership activities
more easily, providing richer intelligence so
you can act with confidence.

Simplify the Tough Stuff
Cut down on complex, burdensome tasks and
promote clarity and efficiency. Our intuitive
software is designed to empower everyone
from administrators and leadership teams to
board directors to accomplish more and get
the most out of interaction.

Get Peace of Mind
Keep your information safe with the most
secure board software ever created.
Combining industry-leading security,
compliance, privacy and data protection that’s
certified and accredited by top global security
standards bodies, AGB OnBoard ensures you
have full control over who can access and
utilize board information.
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“On all the boards I’m involved with that use
AGB OnBoard, the directors are much more
engaged. It gets you information that's
absolutely accurate and up to the second.”

Gary Lehman
Trustee,
Purdue University

“AGB OnBoard has proven to make our
meetings more efficient and that all of our
trustees are able to access the materials and
they are clearly presented and organized.
AGB OnBoard has enabled us to focus on
content which is more important to us.”

Dr. Mary Dana Hinton
President, College of
Saint Benedict

“AGB OnBoard was a welcome addition to
our board meetings. After using a
homegrown paperless option for many years,
we sought a more stable alternative with the
right functionality. OnBoard fit the bill. It
provides our Board members with a user
friendly environment to access materials and
stay current on Board meetings.”

Heather Fehn,
Chief of Staff,
The College of New Jersey

2x Stevie Winner of
Governance Solution

Capterra’s Easiest to Use
Board Software

G2 Crowd’s Leader inBoard
Management Software

“Our board transitioned to AGB OnBoard
earlier this year and we are loving it! Having a
central, secure location for all board material
and communication is game changing.”

Becky Dinwoodie
Chief Information Officer,
Utah Community Credit Union

Most Recommended Board
Management Software

Top Rated
Board Management App

Winner People’s Choice Award
Governance Solution
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Key Features
AGB OnBoard is built to help everyone involved do their
best work by removing friction and fostering collaboration.
From preparation, through planning and follow-up, we’ve
designed our platform to address the unique needs of
directors, executives, and administrators alike, because
good governance is a team effort.

Proprietary AGB Content
AGB OnBoard comes fully loaded with AGB’s Effective Committee Toolkit,
nine books that provide best practices for boards and committees.
It includes the complete set of eight AGB Board of Directors Statements
on critical topics, ranging from shared governance and accountability,
to innovation, fiduciary duties, and conflicts of interest.

Voting & Approvals

Engagement Analytics

A seamless platform that
supports directors who need to
make high impact decisions from
any device. Equipping directors
and leadership to organize, track,
review, comment, and approve
decisions – from anywhere.

Real-time insights into how your
board works. Know when board
books are read, where annotations
are made, and what agenda
sections are receiving the most
attention from the board.

eSignatures
Send and sign agreements securely
from any device. eSignatures keep
your signed documents and legal
agreements organized with all the
rest of your board work.
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KEY FEATURES

Single Sign-On
With 470+ different ways to create a note, AGB
OnBoard’s Notes & Annotations combine familiar tools
with powerful digital capabilities. Tap to see an
overview of all your notes, search for a specific idea,
and share your insights with colleagues.

Zoom Integration
With our Zoom integration, directors and CEOs can
connect, face-to-face while using AGB OnBoard –
right on the same screen as their meetings and notes.
Active remote participation is now a seamless and
familiar experience for the entire board.

Agenda Builder
AGB OnBoard’s agenda builder is the fastest meeting
creation tool ever made, period. But speed is only
part of the equation. The agenda and meeting builder
is a drag and drop, every file-type enabled, template
powered, cloning capable, document organizing,
decision tracking powerhouse.

Task Management
Manage, organize, and track your most important
action-items— everything happening throughout your
meeting cycle. It helps teams stay in sync, hit
deadlines, and reach their goals.

Secure Messenger
AGB OnBoard Messenger is a whole new way
to collaborate around board work. Directors,
administrators, and executives can simply
start a direct conversation or bring in the
entire board into the discussion.
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Minutes Builder

Minutes Builder
The minutes builder unifies your workflow, enabling you to make minutes directly
within AGB OnBoard. Effortlessly make notes, create tasks, track attendance, and
mark motions as the meeting progresses. That makes it easy to focus on the meeting
itself, a must have for every meeting workflow.

Track Attendance, Record Motions, Assign Tasks
Going above and beyond note taking, the minutes
builder streamlines the recording of motions, tasks,
and attendance.

Effortlessly Export As a Word Doc or PDF
When you’ve finished reviewing your minutes,
AGB OnBoard enables speedy publishing directly
within your resource center, as a PDF, or a
Word Document.

Invite Your Team To Make Edits and Suggestions
The builder is bundled with a powerful review tool,
as intuitive as Word or Google Docs. Invite anyone
on your team to offer edits, comments, and
corrections.

Stop Juggling Between Different Apps & Files
The minutes builder eliminates the need to juggle
between apps and file types while keeping all your
board work where it belongs — inside AGB
OnBoard’s secure platform.
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Security
Keep It Safe
Work confidently and ensure the right people see the right
information. Unparalleled security and data protection
features like permission management and compliance
flexibility give you confidence and control over your
organization’s most sensitive data.

Azure Security
The most secure industry-leading security

Azure Data Compliance
GLBA, FERPA, FISMA, SOC 1, SOC 2 ISO
27001/27002, and more

SOC 2 Certified
Audited procedures, controls, & security
practices
Global Data Center
Ensures your data’s security and fidelity

Two-Factor Authentication
Enable dual identity confirmation

Biometric Security
Touch ID & Face ID Login Security

Granular Permissions
Secure every agenda and file by users and
groups
Mobile Remote Wipe
Lost or stolen devices can be purged of all
data
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Empowering Leaders & Teams

Trustees & Board Members
Focus on the big picture by seamlessly
managing activities, meetings, decisions, and
discussions across one or many boards.

Executives & Leaders
Free your board to govern more effectively
and be better prepared for what’s ahead by
harnessing the power and insight of
your directors.

Board Professionals &
Administrators
Stay agile and adapt easily to changes as
they occur by simplifying complex tasks and
streamlining providing key information
and insights.
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Customer Support & Success
AGB OnBoard has put our customers at the center of our business since the
beginning. Our world-class Customer Success team allows us to bring our
customers’ voices to every internal meeting and decision.
They’ve helped thousands of teams across every industry plan, launch, and
find value in AGB OnBoard — fast. We’re talking before your next meeting
fast. A combination of raw talent and years of experience means that from
day one they’ll be a resource you can always call upon. People who
understand your industry, your board, and how your team uses
AGB OnBoard’s unique capabilities.
Being a Customer Success Manager demands both grit and a big heart.
Our team demonstrates an excess quantity of both.

3x

99.5%

Consecutive Award
Winning Support &
Customer Success

In-House
Tech Support,
Satisfaction

24x7 74%

Customer Success
Team with WorldClass NPS score

74%

98.2% 92%

92%+ Rate 5/5 For
Ease of Set-Up

92%

3x 24x7

Best-in-Class 24x7
Tech Support

99.5%98.2%

Best-in-industry
98.2% Customer
Retention Rate
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Let’s Get Started

With a combined 115 years’ experience in Higher
Education governance and board performance,
AGB OnBoard makes preparing for and conducting
meetings more efficient, secure, and collaborative.

June Trustee Mee+ng

AGB OnBoard provides boards and leadership
easy-to-use software, equipped with AGB trusted
content, that transforms meetings from operational
presentations to strategic working sessions. It’s the
only meeting solutions that includes AGB’s
proprietary intellectual property and empowers
leaders to use technology to make intelligent and
informed decisions to achieve their institution’s
strategic goals.
This combination of technology, expertise, and
thoughtful content fosters real-time connection,
collaboration, and interaction. The result are boards
and committees that make intelligent and informed
decisions to achieve goals.

EXPLORE ALL FEATURES

START 30 DAY FREE TRIAL

(765) 535-1882
onboardmeetings.com/agbonboard
agbonboard@onboardmeetings.com
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